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Instructions to Authors

The Wisconsin Space Conference (WSC) Proceedings is an online journal
publication. WSGC asks authors to:
1. Register with the WSC Proceedings site.

2. After registering, you will be brought to “User Home” on the Proceedings page.
Click “New Submission” to begin the process of submitting a Conference
Proceedings manuscript for review.

3. Please review the Author Guidelines below for format and layout instructions.
Note: manuscripts that do not adhere to the formatting and layout guidelines
will be returned and reviewed upon re-submission after appropriate updates to
layout and formatting.

4. Follow the instructions on the site for uploading your submission, metadata and
supplementary files (if any).
5. A reviewer will be assigned to your paper and you will be contacted by that
person for additional guidance on manuscript revisions (if necessary). At any
time prior to the final review, you can log in and submit an updated draft. Your
reviewer will be notified of any updates.

Author Guidelines

For a professional and scholarly appearance, we are requesting that ALL papers be
submitted for the Proceedings of the Wisconsin Space Conference in the following
prescribed format. Please review a recent publication of the Wisconsin Space
Conference for examples of the format guidance below. You are encouraged to use
one of the provided template (Word, LaTeX) for developing your manuscript.
1. Size. 8-1/2" x 11" letter-sized white paper, single-sided print only, with 1"
margins on the left and right, and 1" margins on the top and bottom. Text font size
12 point Times New Roman. Footnotes, captions, and references should be 10 pt.
Text should be left and right justified.

2. Layout. One column, single-spaced.
illustrations and references.

Ten (10) page maximum, including

3. Title and author block. On the same page as the first page of text, centered. Title
12 pt. bold; subtitle, if any, 12 pt. bold, on a second line. Capitals on first letters of
important words; not all caps. Skip one line. Author on next line, no degrees, Dr.,
etc., and not in bold face. Skip one line. Affiliation on next lines: department;
university or school, city, industry (do not include mailing address). Footnote on
bottom of first page acknowledging WSGC and any other financial support plus
other important support as required. As we make awards to individuals, we
expect to see that individual as the author or at least the senior/first author of all
papers; if there are other true authors (not just contributors, who should be
acknowledged in a footnote), they can appear as second or third authors.
4. Abstract. Skip one line after Affiliations. Indent and justify left and right margin.
Bold heading. On second line begin 100 to 150 word paragraph, 10 pt. Skip line
and begin main content of paper.

5. Headers, footers, page numbers. Not required. Do not include page numbers.

6. Headings. Headings (called Level I headings), left adjusted, 12 pt., boldfaced, caps
on each important word. Next (Level II) headings, 12 pt., bold faced, indented at
the beginning of paragraphs, cap on first letter of the first word only (like the ones
in this memo). Short papers shouldn't need more than two levels of headings, but
if you need a third, also paragraph indent, italics not bold face, cap on the first
letter of the first word only. Unlike this memo, numbers are not needed. Thus:

Level I Headings
Level two headings. Text begins here ....
Level three if and only if you really need them. Text begins here ....

7. Paragraphs. Block style (line between paragraphs, do not indent). Please turn on
"block [or orphan] protect" so no single lines of any paragraph will appear
orphaned on a different page.
8. Sections. This will of course depend on what your paper is about, and what you
wish to emphasize, but generally speaking, a good scientific paper will have the
following sections.
a. Introduction: Define the problem and provide the objectives for your
research. Describe the context – history of previous work performed on
the problem.
b. Materials and Methods: Describe the primary methods of your
investigation. Example: computational, experimental, theoretical,
clinical, etc.
c. Key Results: Summarize the central results and data obtained.
d. Discussion: Interpret your results in the context of what was already
known about the problem. Highlight new insights and connect your
insights to the historical context provided in the introduction.
e. Acknowledgments: Who helped you with your work? This is the place
to recognize the support of an advisor or the ideas of peers.
f. References: (see below).

9. Illustrations. Illustrations of high quality are encouraged and created using
standard industry software. They should be correctly placed in the manuscript
and referenced in the text using sequential numbering (Fig. 1, Fig. 2, etc.). Photos
of at least 200 dpi can be included. Captions should be placed immediately under
each illustration. Size 10, non-bolded font should be used. Text should wrap
around photos less than ½ page width.

10. References. Use Standard APA citation style. References should be collected in
alphabetical, not numerical, order and will appear under a subtitle of
“References.”

11. Submission. Electronically submit your report as noted in Author Instructions
no later than September 15th.

